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ABSTRACT 
The design of the cndeep fcerenkov Ring Inuring Detecton for SLD requires «. detailed 

understanding of how electrons drift in gues under the influence of crossed electric and 
magnetic fields. In this report, we present recent measurements of Lorents angles and 
drift velocities In gsses suitable for the endcsp GRID photon detectors. We compere these 
measurements to predictions from a theoretical model; good agreement Is observed. Baaed 
on our results we preient a design for detectors operating in a 0.6 Teals, transverse magnetic 
field. 
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1. Introduction 
The Ccrcnkov Ring Imaging Detectors (CHIDs) are an Integral part of the powerful 

particle Identification capability or the new detector, the SLD |lj (figure 1), being built 
Tor the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC}. In the CRID (figure 2), relativists rharged particles 

passing through liquid and gaseous frecin 
radiators produce Cerenkov light at angles 
characteristic or the particle velocity. The 
Curenkov light from the liquid radintnr is 
proximity focused tin one side nf a quartz 
drift box; the light from the gaseous radia
tor is reflected by spherical mirrors and en
ters the drift box front the other Hide. The 
Corenkov pholonn release clcr.lriins within 
the drift boxes by Ionization of the photo
sensitive gas telrakis (dimethylamirm) ethy
lene (TMAE). There photoelcctmns then 
drift in a uniform electric field and arc de
tected by a proportional sense wire pintle. 

Two CRID systems arc being built for 
the SLDi the barrel CRID |B}, which will 
identify particles in the central reRinn, find 
the ondcap CIllDti, which will enver the for
ward and backward regions. Tlic major dif
ference between these twn systems is the 
oricntation of the drift electric Held with 
respect to the 0.0 Tenia magnetic field of 
the SLD magnet. In Lite barrel, the elec
trons drift parallel In both the tnoRnrtir and 
electric fields. In the endrap the electrons 
drift perpendicular to the magnetic finlrl inn I 
as a result drift at an an file, known as the 
I.orenti angle, relative to the elertrir Jirhl 
direction. As we will show in section 2, nur 
endcap design relics on knowledge nf the ex
pected Lorentz angle. We report hew an our 
recent experimental nnd theoretical studios 
of the dependence of the Lorentz angle upon 
the drift gas composition and I he strengths 
of the electric and magnetic fields. 

XT' 

Fig. 1. One-quarter cross section of the 
SLD detector at SLC. 

Fig. 2. Principle of operation of the barrel 
and endcap CRJDs. 
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2. Endcap Design Considerations 
The endcap design we have adopted incorporates the sector type geometry shown in fig

ure 3. For each mechanically separate sector, the inward electric field is generated by field 
defining wires on the quarts surfaces. A ma
jor advantage of this configuration is that 
the sense planes, located near the circumfer
ence, are readily access ifale. For this design 
it is preferable to have many sectors, since 
this reduces the area of the dead regions be
hind the sense planes, decreases the area of 
each drift box and shortens the length of 
the sense p'anes. The number of sectors at
tainable in practice is limited by the Lorenti 
angle in the gas. To collect all the lonisatirn 
produced in * drift volume, the sector open
ing angle must be at least twice the Lorenti 
angle. Table 1 shows the maximum Lorentx 
Mgle and sense plane length for various sec
tor counts. We see that a five sector ge
ometry, which gives a sector angle of 72 s, 
requires a Loronts angle of less than 36". 
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Fig. 3. A five sector endcap design. 
#i is the Lorents angle; tg Is the 
sector angle. 

Table 1. Endcap parameters for various numbers of sectors, 

Number of Sectors Maximum Lorents Sense Plane 
Angle (Degrees) Length (cm) 

4 45.0 88 
S 36.0 73 
6 30,0 63 
8 2X5 48 

10 18.0 38 
12 1S.0 32 

The presence of the Lorents angle also complicates the transfer of the electrons from 
the drift region to the sense planes |3j. Since TMAE Is sensitive to photons produced in the 
electron avalanche, the solid angle available for these photons to reach the drift volume 
must be reduced (the anode wires must be blinded). Of course, this must be achieved 
while remaining fully efficient for electron detection. In the barrel GRID this is ac
complished using a series of blinding grids In front of the sense wire plane, these focuB 



the photoelectrona towards the sense wires, while obstructing the paths of photons gen
erated i t the sense wires. Although this scheme is optimised lo be 100% efficient for the 
detect'.tin of electrons in the absence of a magnetic field, inefficiency may arise in the pres
ence of a perpendicular magnetic field; in this case, the Lorenta angle can cause electrons 
to be diverted to trajectories which terminal on the blinding grid rather than the sense 
wires. Although we have yet to choose the final design of the sense wire plane and blinding 
Structure for the endcapa, our studies Indicate that full efficiency is more easily obtained 
with smaller Lorenti angles. 

In addition to a small Lorenti angle, the endcap CRIP gas mixture must have good 
UV transmission over the photon wavelength range between 230 nm (the TMAL' ioniza
tion threshold) and IBS nm (the quartz cut-off). Furthermore, it must quench the electron 
avalanche to prevent breakdown, while yielding sufficient gain for single electron dt tac
tion. In order to achieve efficient drift over large drift lengths, the gas should have a k :it; 
attenuation length for electron capture, and finally, it should have a small diffusion coeffi
cient in order to maintain good spatial resolution. We have therefore limited our Lnn'nt/ 
angle measurements to gas mixtures composed of the following components; methane, 
ethane, laobutane, carbon dioxide and the inert gases. These arc gases known to satisfy 
the majority of the requirements noted above. 

3. Measuring the Lorentz Anglo 
The Lorenta angle measurements were performed using a sma.lt (2U cm • V0 cm • ', nn) 

time projection chamber (TPC) placed in a spectrometer magnet (figure 4). L>K<<! fr-ii 
a nitrogen laser was piped along two quarts optical fibers and entered the drift vulu[in-
through a quarts window which formed the front Burfacc c-f the TPC. By rinjimunnj; Lli" <h 

Terences in detected positiuns and ai 
rival times of the electrons produced ;>> 
each fiber, thu LorenLz angle and rl^ 1 ' 
velocity were rietunnined. 

Due to the small size uf our '! :'\ 
it was not always possible IU IJHM.-<J • 
the Lorentz angle at the SLD d<-M|;: 
value for the magnetic field. Tu fMM; 
olateanr measurements to <i field <>f u r, 
Tesla we used the caiculattonal ve-•',-
nique described by Schuitz [4|. N'l.. 
approach is based an the classier ,. 
ory of electron transport ivl'.fri-.uv . 
originally developed by Morse i-t iii 
and Uler extended by inii^r. <>-•* 

Fig- *• Apparatus for measuring the LorcnU 
angle. The drift paths of the electrons with 
and without the magnetic field are indicated. 
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In fhia modal, the energy distribution of the dacttoitff in * gaa mixture ii obtained from an 
approximate eolqtlon of tha Boltamann transport equation. The model takes Into account 
the effect of elaitk and Inelastic cowauns (resulting tn rotational or vibration excitation) 
on the energy distribution of the electrons, but neglects effects due to electronic excitation 
and Ionising collisions. Magnetic field effecta are taken into account uatng the procedure 
described by ""•"HiM'1"hiinf et el. [0]. To numerically eolvo the Integrodlffercntlal 
equations involved in thti model we have developed a computer program which evaluates 
the electron energy distribution in the •pedrhd gae mixture. Thtodurtrlbutlonh then u»ed 
to calculate all the electron transport parameters, including the drift velocity and Lorente 
angle, at any electric or magnetic field value. 

The only date Input to the program are the elastic and inelastic cross sections of the 
component gaaee. In practice, thaw a » usually defined by tuning their assumed energy 
dependence until good agreement Is found between the manured tad calculated transport 
parameter!. Having fixed the crow lections uilng data for one particular gai mixture, 
the model la then able to predict the transport parameters for an arbitrary mixture at 
any electric or magnetic field strength. For our calculations, we have not attempted to 
derive the cross sections, but have need values available la the literature for methane (4), 

: ethane [10], Isobutane |4|, carbon dioxide |4|, argon |4j, and neon [ll|. Where possible 
we have compared the results from our program with rerolta from other simitar programs 
[4,8,9,10,13]; in all casee excellent agreement was found. 

Although neither our meafuremanta nor our calculations include the effect of a TMAE 
component in the gaa mixture, we expect Its Influence to be small due to Its low concen
tration (~ 1000 ppm for 2Ba0 TMAE). This assumption ii justified since the addition of 
TMAE to a gas mixture dote not modify appreciably the observed drift velocities (13], 

4. Remits and Diacuufon 

Table 3 shows our meaaurementa of the Lorents angle and drift velocity for various 
iBobutane/methane mixtures. Included in this table are the values for these two quantities 
predicted by our program. Figure 6 plots the Lorenta angle as a function of magnetic held 
for a selection of these data. We ace an almost linear dependence of Lorents angle on the 
magnetic field, a dependence which b well-reproduced by the model. 

Table 3 chows similar measurements for ethane/methane mixtures and figure fl plots 
the measured and predicted Lorenta angles and drift velocities for these data as function 
of the methane/ethane ratio. We aee that methane and ethane have similar Loraats angle 
characteristics. 

Table 4 shows our meuuremente for various inert gas/quencher mixtures, while figure 7 
plots some of the data for the &&% Neon/45% Isohutane mixture. 
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Fig. 5. Lorentc angles and drift 
velocities for various iaobulane-
methane mixtures. 

Tabic 3, Lorenti angles and drift velocities far various isobutamr-meihane mixture. 
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Fig. 6. Lorenti angles end drift ve
locities M a function of the ethane^ 
methane mixture ratio. 

Table 3. LorenU angles and drift velocities for various ethane-methane mixtures. 
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Fig. 7. Loreais angles and drill ve- £ 
locitiea for a 55% neon/45% ieobu-
tanc mixture, U 

Table 4. Lorenlt angles nd drift velocities for various inert gas/quencher mixtures. 
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Fig, 8. Comparison of the program 
predictions with the measurements 
of W. Duliiukl et al. (3|. 
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Fig. 0. Comparison of the program 
predictions with the measurements 
ofC.MnetaT{M|. 

In genera), the agreement between the pre
diction* of the model and our amuawmaibt is 
very good, Aa e further check of the program, 
we have compared tte predictions to measure
ments by other groups. Figure B compares the 
model predictiona with the measurements of 
Oullnskl et el. [3] In ethane/Uobutane/TMAE 
mixtures. We see reasonable agreement, al
though the etbene/TMAE predictions deviate 
significantly from the meaaurements nl high 
magnetic field. Figure 0 compares the Lorents 
eagle predictions with mewiremeitie of C. Ma 
et al, [14] in argon/carbon dioxide mixtures 
at 2.041 atmospheres. The agreement between 
the model and the data is satisfactory at low 
magnetic fields, but again at higher fields the 
predictions from the model are lower by a 
1096. 

Ths above comparisons Indicate that fhe 
program yields reliable predictions, especially 
at the low magnetic fields of interest for SLD. 
We have therefore used the program to pre
dict the Lorents angles for a 0,6 Teal* mag
netic field in various gas mixtures of inter
est. The results are shown fn figure 10. Far 
this plot we have assumed an electric field 
of 400 V/cm, the design value for the elec
tric field » the Barrel CRUX From this plot 
we see that the mixture of methane/ 
ethane, commonly used in ring imaging de
tectors, gives a Lorents angle of w 45", This 
angle would restrict us to a four sector de
sign. Due to large dead regions (w 36%) and 
long sense planes (« 90 cm) this design b 
not acceptable. With appropriate mixtures 
or mathane/ujobutene or etiiane/isobutane we 
can obtain Lorents angle* small enough for 
endcaps designs with op to tea sector*. The 
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addition of a small amount of caibon dioxide to methane, ethane or isobutanc would allow 
ua to have twelve or more sectors. As the transmission edge of carbon dioxide is at 180 inn. 
15 nm btyond the quarts cut-off, its use would reduce the detector efficiency appreciably. 

The endcap geometry of particular interest to UB is a design consisting oT ten ate torn. 
This configuration matches the ten-fold symmetry used In the barrel CRID and yields Ecnsu 
planes of manageable length ( « 40 cm). A ten sector design requires a gas mixture with 
a Lorentx angle lesa than 1S° and therefore dictates the use of gas mixtures with a Urgi: 
Isabutane component or a small carbon dioxide component. Before committing ourselves 
to a final choice of gas mixture and sector count, further wnrk is necessary to investigate 
in detail the other important gas properties required of the endcap CRID gas (e.g. puUo 
height spectra, electron absorption length, UV absorption, diffusion, etc.). These studio 
are In progress for the smaller Lorentz angle gases we have examined. 

DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United Stales 
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi
bility Tor the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer
ence herein lo any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom
mendation, or favoring fay the United Slates Government or any agency thereof. The views 
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily stale or reflect thuse of (he 
United Slates Government or any agency thereof. 

Fig. 10. Calculated Lorenta angles at 
0.6T for various gas mixtures. 
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